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Biodiversity Working Group 
SWT Pucks Oak Barn, Compton 

Tuesday 10th January 2017 10:00-13:00 

Minutes 

 1. 

 

Present: 

Mike Waite (Chair/Surrey Wildlife Trust); Simon Elson (Surrey CC); Stewart Cocker (Epsom & Ewell BC); 

John Edwards (Surrey CC); Ann Sankey (Surrey Botanical Society); Peter Winfield (Runnymede BC); Gail 

Jeffcoate (Butterfly Conservation); Alistair Kirk (Surrey Biodiversity Information Centre); Helen Cocker 

(Surrey Countryside Partnership); Dave Page (Elmbridge BC); Jim Jones (Surrey Wildlife Trust); Francesca 

Taylor (Environment Agency) 

 
Apologies: 

Georgina Terry (Natural England); Rod Shaw (Mole Valley DC); Cheryl Brunton (Runnymede BC); Sarah 

Jane Chimbwandira (Surrey Nature Partnership/SWT); Jo Heisse (Environment Agency); Rob Hewer 

(National Trust); Mike Coates (RSPB); Marie Killip (Tandridge DC) 

2a. The minutes of the meeting 30th September 2016 were agreed, subject to minor 

correction at pp. 1, 3 & 4. See here (on SyNP website).  
Action 

2b. Matters Arising: 

GT (NE) had offered to present an update on NE’s Strategy and priorities; now asks if more 

appropriate for her Area Mgr. to address SNP Board on this, and Adam Wallace to present 

to us (BioWG) at next meeting. Decision to accept both (agreed separately with SJC re. 

Board). MW to confirm with GT. 

Former Surrey BAP Habitat Action Plans. MW has now drafted SNP website content 

around the current status of BAP process in Surrey (see website ‘Our Work/Biodiversity 

Working Group’ page).  

Tree parasites and diseases. JE to secure a date to promote his model planning 

condition to the Planning Working Group. HJ still to contact SC on Oak Processionary 

Moth outbreaks. 

Sites of Nature Conservation Importance - review work programme. 

AK/JE/MW/SJC met in November to agree way forward to review procedures, address 

issues identified in JE’s ‘SNCI in Surrey’ paper and improve transparency across Surrey LWS 

system. AK has resulting action to a) prepare a Local Sites Partnership (LSP) ‘Terms of 

Reference’ governance document, setting out raison d’etre and including justification in 

planning context for Surrey’s non-statutory biodiversity protected site system. This will be 

an opportunity to review the partnership’s representation against Defra guidance, formalise 

LSP’s adoption by SNP as an affiliated WG, and further embed recommendations from JE’s 

paper. A flow diagram explaining the identification-to-adoption & review process will be 

included, as well as a glossary. This to be presented in draft before and for discussion by the 

LSP at its next meeting 29/03/17. Adopted document to go on SNP website, on an LSP 

dedicated page, to also carry LSP’s minutes and some minimum level of information on SNCI 

themselves; probably sites listed by borough; key dates in system pathway; brief interest 

citations and location maps. LSP Secretariat duties also under discussion; formal SLA 

between SNP and SBIC is required to ‘officially’ transfer this to SBIC (presently defaults to 

SWT via role in SNCI re-survey programme). Following all this, the SNCI identification 

criteria will themselves undergo review, to reflect new eg. Biodiversity 2020 drivers, etc. 

SNCI re-survey programme to be quoted to LAs as at present; no change necessary here.  

Round-table discussion included affirmed consensus for every Surrey LA to have named 

officer representation on the LSP, to act as the SNCI champion on their ‘patch’ and help 
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secretariat smooth data flow re. monitoring review programme, annual Single Data-List (SD-

L) returns etc. 

JE’s action to circulate link to LP Inspectors report (alluding that all Local Wildlife Sites 

meeting selection criteria are ‘materially considerable’ regardless of formal adoption in LPs) 

is apparently no longer obtainable. 

AS voiced ongoing frustrations around outcome of the Woodland Trust’s Langley 

Bottom Centenary Woodland project. FC’s decision following EIA submission has 

more-or-less agreed scale of planting, but with conditions. These include requirement to 

appoint an ecologist to oversee planting and recruit a specialist advisory/monitoring team 

within 6 months, but no invitation from WT to join this received by eg. SBS, BC, SBC as yet. 

SC - perhaps WT is currently tied up with planning matters around the proposed car-park 

etc.? Decision made for BioWG delegation to approach WT (ie. Area Manager Jenny 

Schofield) with offer to assist honouring EIA requirements. 
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S? 

3. Surrey State of Nature Report - brief update on progress 

MW had tabled a pdf of his SWT AGM presentation, including π-charts showing current 

threat state for various taxonomic groups in Surrey. Species auditing is almost complete; has 

included all taxonomic groups undergone national IUCN Red Data reviews (ie. many but not 

all invertebrates, for example). Analysis of the relationship with/state of their broad habitat 

requirements is next - MW needs to speak with AK on history of habitat auditing in Surrey. 

Aim to have a consultation draft to BioWG by end-March for sign-off ahead of publication.  

JE - what to do next with published doc’? Delivery launch to an invited audience? A special 

edition of ‘Surrey Nature’ perhaps? Focused messages to include, clear linkages of 

importance of biological diversity to ecosystem function and resilience; Surrey’s 

responsibility for a significant proportion of nationally threatened/Priority species (esp. of 

heathland and woodland); very useful to place big national headlines from ‘SoN 2016’ within 

a local context, for onward advocacy with Surrey decision-makers; positivity - set out clear 

pathway/practical solutions for recovery. 

  

 

4. Some recent planning outcomes & discussion around ‘Net gain’ opportunities 

for Surrey’s biodiversity  

MW provided background to ‘net gain’ concept having tabled the Biodiversity Net Gain - Good 

practice principles for development document recently launched by the CIRIA, CIEEM & IEMA 

partnership. Being a further development of what started out as the Biodiversity Offsetting 

multiplier metric, the drive to achieve ‘Net Gain’ (ie. habitat restoration/creation projects 

scaled-up to measure a gain and delivered by achieving sustainability in development), is 

being presented by the partners as the likely key remaining driver for meeting Biodiversity 

2020 targets. Round-table discussion included concerns around practical advocacy and 

regulation of implementation - who will do/is qualified for this? (in planning sector 

particularly). 

This was discussed in context of some current major development proposals in Surrey, esp. 

the Dunsfold Park new town, Longcross South ‘Garden Village’, and the former Wisley 

Airfield site. Dunsfold has received its planning approval very recently, with multiple 

conditions, incl. to mitigate potential ecological impacts to adjacent Chiddingfold Forest SSSI 

and on protected species (bats), as well as to achieve a sustainable transport strategy for the 

site. An approved strategy for avoiding additional recreational impacts on the SSSI includes 

various habitat restoration/creation projects, aiming for an overall biodiversity ‘net gain’.  

At Longcross South, the bid to gain Garden Village exemplar status was successful - thereby 

accessing govt. funding to assist delivery of model sustainability objectives. There are 

multiple opportunities here to achieve a biodiversity ‘net gain’; within the integral GI, with 

respect to the adjacent Chobham Common SSSI/SPA/NNR and at the required ‘Trumps 
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Farm’ SANG. Considering its Garden Village status, Longcross should be aiming particularly 

high on this score.  

Planning permission for the proposed Wisley Airfield new village was refused in 2016, 

principally on a Green Belt reason. This was appealed by the developer and will be decided 

by Public Inquiry later this year. There is now a further, direct threat to Ockham & Wisley 

SSSI/SPA/LNR from the proposed M25/A3 Jn10 upgrade scheme, currently on consultation 

by the Highways Agency – a further opportunity to demand a ‘net gain’ outcome, pending 

deliberation over various options currently on the table. Some further proposed major 

developments were also discussed - in respect of Elmbridge BC’s proposed Green Belt 

adjustments to facilitate development (currently on consultation see here, recently extended 

to 24/02), one of which could be particularly harmful (Local Area 20) to the aim of BOA 

TBL03 Esher & Oxshott Commons; and at Guildford (the Slyfield Area Regeneration 

Programme). 

5. Partner Updates 

Ann Sankey (Surrey Botanical Society) 
 Work continues on publication of the Surrey Rare Plants Register.  

 SBS New Year recording meeting went well. 

Simon Elson (SCC) 
 Scheduled to give a CPT talk to Surrey Young Planners group soon. 

Jim Jones (SWT) 
 River Mole Catchment Partnership event upcoming on 31/01; Intention to extend 

RiverSearch/Riverfly training programme to Eden Brook catchment this year, 

pending demand. 

 SWT intending to launch ‘Hedgerow Heroes’ this Spring. 

Francesca Taylor (Environment Agency) 
 Reported on several fish passage improvement projects currently at various stages 

of preparation/implementation, incl. at Hells Ditch, Godalming and at Shalford Mill. 

 Wey Flood Alleviation Scheme also in process. At Lammas Lands in Godalming, the 

bund construction has allowed various parallel biodiversity enhancements incl. re-

meandering and excavation of a scrape. Flood walls are proposed at Millmead in 

Guildford, at Byfleet, Weybridge and Old Woking, while natural flood management 

is being scoped on the Cranleigh Waters.  

Dave Page (Elmbridge BC) 
 Small red damselfly apparently recovered at Esher Commons. 

Stewart Cocker (Epsom & Ewell BC) 
 E&E BC is showing reluctance to commit to reviewed (‘100 yr.’) management plans 

for several sites incl. Horton Country Park; implication that this due to future 

funding uncertainties. Ironically operational budgets are mainly sourced externally. 

 Hogsmill Catchment Partnership; ZSL has voluntarily delivered an ‘outfall safari’ on 

the River Hogsmill designed to map potential pollution sources. Thames Water plc 

will be funding a wetland creation project in Epsom as part of penalty/compensation 

package for a significant local pollution incident committed in 2016. 

 E&E annual BAP review has revealed significantly lower counts for several butterfly 

species, believed to be the result of mild 2015/6 winter temperatures.  

 MW/Ken Ankorn still to fix date with SC for Biodiversity & Planning roadshow. 

Helen Cocker (Surrey Countryside Partnerships) 
 Countryside Partnerships currently delivering scrub, hedgerow and woodland 

management at several sites, incl. Lower Mole Project on the Rythe where it runs 

through Arbrook Common - a new site for LMP and another tributary of the River 
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Mole, where the Moles have been opening up the stream and also pullng balsam 

there in the summer. 

Peter Winfield (Runnymede BC) 
 Lower Mole Project intends to undertake management works on several 

Runnymede SNCIs later this year. 

 After an initially promising earlier indication, RBC has decided that a borough SNCI 

review is not currently possible in 2017/8 budget. This met with wide-felt regret – 

esp. given Runnymede’s progress with its local Plan review. NPPF very clear on 

necessity for plan-making to be based on up-to-date information/evidence only. 

 River Thames Scheme. PW & MW are both in attendance at ongoing ‘stakeholder 

consultation forum’ meetings, for this major infrastructure project planned by EA in 

the north of the county. Essentially a peak flow flood alleviation channel for the 

River Thames between Datchet and Teddington; see here. Decisions around various 

options at key sites have recently been taken, whereby the Thorpe Hay Meadow 

SSSI will now be largely avoided, as well as SWT’s Sheepwalk NR/SNCI further 

downstream. SE expressed concern that he was identified earlier for a place on an 

Environment Working Group but has since heard no further word on this. 

Gail Jeffcoate (Butterfly Conservation) 
 BC Surrey Branch currently surveying for Brown hairstreak overwintering eggs on 

Blackthorn – at Oaken Wood, Chiddingfold and elsewhere, as a roving specialist 

‘hit-squad’.  

 Harry Clarke has now sent his analysis of Surrey/VC17 30-year butterfly data to 

MW, to inform the Surrey SoN.   

John Edwards (SCC) 
 Drew initial attention to the M25/A3 Jn10 upgrade scheme, see (4) above. 

Alistair Kirk (Surrey Biodiversity Information Centre) 
 Single Data-List return for Surrey compiled and submitted to Defra. For overall 

results contact AK. 

MW (for Tandridge DC) 
 Local Plan Regulation 18 consultation recently ended, TDC currently analysing 

responses. SWT scheduled to continue reviewing pSNCI this survey season to 

further inform Local Plan; consultants the Environmental Partnership commissioned 

to further evaluate potential tensions/synergies for biodiversity with regards to 

emerging development sites. Hope to consult on next stage of LP in late 2017. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

7. AOB 

MW – Surrey Bat Group has asked to send representative to this group (all in approval). 

Reminder - 2017 Biodiversity Recorders Meeting – 18 February at East Horsley VH. 

Government’s ‘State of the Environment report’ (25 year plan) is due out for consultation in 

Spring 2017. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Date of 2017 meetings; 

Tuesday 3rd May 2017, 10.00-13.00; then 27th September (venues both tbc). Papers 

nearer the date; please let MW know if you will be attending. 
 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/river-thames-scheme-reducing-flood-risk-from-datchet-to-teddington/river-thames-scheme-reducing-flood-risk-from-datchet-to-teddington

